UCSF Potential Rolling Power Outage

UPDATE #1

Who: UCSF Facilities Management

What: PG&E Rolling Power Outages

Where: Parnassus Heights / Mission Bay / Oakland / Fresno

When: August 17th  
Duration: August 18th - August 20th

Time: (TBD) One-to-two hour time blocks

Why: The California ISO issued a statewide Flex Alert for all Californians to conserve electricity. Cal ISO says record breaking heat across multiple western US states is straining electricity supplies. In an effort to limit power outages during this heat wave, Cal ISO has issued a call for voluntary electricity conservation for today through Wednesday. The following instructions below should be followed to help reduce the risk of rolling blackouts across the State.

Instructions:

Between 3 p.m. and 10 p.m., the ISO is urging everyone to:

- Set air conditioning thermostats at 78 degrees, if health permits
- Defer use of major appliances
- Turn off unnecessary lights
- Unplug unused electrical devices
- Close blinds and drapes
- Use fans when possible
- Limit time the refrigerator door is open
Contact Information:

- **Emergency:** Dial 911
- **Hospital Supervisor**
  - UCSF Parnassus: 415-353-8036
  - UCSF Mission Bay: 415-502-0728
  - **BCH-OAK:** 510-428-6997
- **Hospital Security**
  - SF: 415-885-7890
  - **BCH-OAK:** 510-428-3600
- **Hospital Facilities**
  - SF: 415-514-3570
  - **BCH-OAK:** 510-428-3291
- **Campus Facilities**
  - SF: 415-476-2021
  - Fresno: 559-313-9661

Updates may also be available on the UCSF Safe mobile app: [https://apparmor.com/clients/ucsf.edu/](https://apparmor.com/clients/ucsf.edu/)

Please dial 9-1-1 for life/safety emergencies only.

For a UCSF Police Department emergency call from cell phone: 415-476-6911

For a UCSF Police Department non-emergency call from any phone: 415-476-1414